Medium Duty Cantilever Rack

Ideal for storing long products such as bars, pipes and rods. Available as either a single or double sided units. Two bases/columns, four brace beams and arms are required to make one free standing unit. All units are 79” tall. Arms are adjustable in 1½” increments. Choose either 12”, 18” or 24” arms. Angled arms and welded end-stops provide secure/safe storage of long and/or irregular shaped merchandise. Connect multiple units to provide storage of extra long stock. Units assemble in less than 10 minutes.

Wall Cantilever Rack

This Cantilever Rack is the ideal wall mounted solution that stores bar stock, lumber and more. Each cantilever section features 7 arms for highly flexible storage. Unit can store up to 100 lbs. per arm or a total capacity of 700 lbs. Mount a series of sections along a wall to accommodate storage for extremely long stock. Each cantilever section measures 60”H; three arms measure 15” with a 7¾” clearance; four 12” arms that feature 9” clearances. Features an attractive zinc plated finish. Assembles in minutes. Sold in single sections. Minimum 2 sections needed.

Vertical Stock Rack

Vertical Stock Racks store long pieces of stock vertically, while smaller sizes are kept on pan shelves. High strength tubular steel arms extend 8” from the frame. Pan shelves are spaced 21” apart. The unit’s base is 36” wide x 24” deep. Unit is 84” high and has a capacity of 2,000 lbs.

Horizontal Stock Rack

Horizontal Stock Racks can be used individually or in conjunction with other horizontal stock racks, depending on the length of the stock to be stored. These units are 84” high x 22” square at bottom and are tapered to 4½” square at top. Angled steel arms are spaced every 8½” and extend 8” from uprights. Arm capacity 100 lbs. Unit Capacity 1,800 lbs.